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Torilis arvensis, 1990-2023, at least 6 fig grid ref Best to Search:  early July - mid August

Yellow highlighting is for sites I favour visiting first

Site Name Gridref Date Comment
Weyhill, Red Post Lane N SU328454 17-Jul-12 On bare chalk of Andover Business Park development site, scattered plants.

Southside Farm, Longparish SU436433 08-Jul-05

Plentiful in wide headland strip from SU4366 4334 to SU4409 4367 on SE side of metalled track, but most 

abundant at SU4393 4352. Also a few on NW side at SU4396 4359.

Longparish, Southside Farm SU437433 01-Jan-04 abundant at Southside Farm from SU437433 to SU443436, surveyed after harvest

Southside Farm, Longparish SU438435 08-Jul-05

Plentiful in wide headland strip from SU4366 4334 to 4409 4367 on SE side of metalled track, plus a few on NW 

side at SU4396 4359.

Southside Farm, Longparish SU438435 25-Aug-00

4133 - Hundreds, maybe thousands, mainly towards E end of the surveyed strip, concentrated mainly on the 

conservation plots.  Did not find Adonis annua that has been found here in recent years.

Southside Farm, Longparish SU438435 25-Aug-00

BAP 23. SU4388 4352. Hundreds, maybe thousands in area c.50x1m. Mainly towards E. end of surveyed strip, 

concentrated mainly in the 'conservation plots'. Surveyed 300m length of 1m wide strip of cornfield edge both 

sides of track including strip of 'conservation plots'...  N side of track. Surveyed from SU4395 4357 to 4376 4340. 

Altitude: 75m. Slope: level. Substrate/Geol: Chalk. On site: 30mins. With map & assoc. spp. list

Southside Farm, Longparish SU438435 25-Aug-00

BAP 23. SU43884352. Surveyed 300m length of 1m wide strip of cornfield edge both sides of track, incl. 

'conservation plots' from SU43954357 - 43764340. Hundreds, maybe thousands, area c.50m x 1m. Mainly 

towards the E. end of the surveyed strip.

Longparish, SE of SU439435 03-Aug-11

950 plants estimated spread along arable field edge, south of a metalled track, from SU4385 4348 to SU4409 

4367 and also in the adjacent 10m wide grassy strip. Most concentrated towards the north-east end. Torilis 

japonica is along the same edge so care is needed to distinguish them. Also a few at SU4394 4358 on field edge 

north of the track.

Southside Farm, Longparish SU439435 08-Jul-05

Plentiful in wide headland strip from SU4366 4334 to SU4409 4367 on SE side of metalled track, but most 

abundant at SU4393 4352. Also a few on NW side at SU4396 4359.

Longparish, SE of SU440436 03-Aug-11

950 plants estimated spread along arable field edge, south of a metalled track, from SU4385 4348 to SU4409 

4367 and also in the adjacent 10m wide grassy strip. Most concentrated towards the north-east end. Torilis 

japonica is along the same edge so care is needed to distinguish them.

Southside Farm, Longparish SU440436 08-Jul-05

Plentiful in wide headland strip from SU4366 4334 to SU4409 4367 on SE side of metalled track, but most 

abundant at SU4393 4352. Also a few on NW side at SU4396 4359.

Longparish, Southside Farm SU441436 30-Jun-01 frequent along track edge especially S side back to road

Longparish, Southside Farm  SU443436 01-Jan-04 abundant at farm from SU443436 to SU437433, surveyed after harvest

Whitchurch SU461480 24-Jul-18 One plant still present at SU46105 48047 beside kerb in car park.

Bell Street Car Park, 

Whitchurch SU461480 06-Jul-17 HBIC Hampshire Habitat Survey Partnership Project 2017  SU4610748041Full GR: SU46114804

Whitchurch SU461480 27-Jun-17 SU46108 48048 under kerb to vegetated island in middle of car park. Photos confirmed by Tony Mundell.
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Field Barn Farm, west of SU514572 29-Jul-07

A patch 0.5m x 0.3m on arable field edge at SU51470 57264, c.17m east of track junction. [Not refound ARGM 3 

Aug 2011 as this former cornfield is now densely sown with Rye Grass right up to the public footpath].

Field Barn Farm, N of SU517577 02-Aug-07

At least 50 clumps extending SU5178 5777 to SU5175 5778 in field edges and in cracks in adjacent concrete 

track.

Fair Oak, nr Ashford Hill SU554610 01-Jan-93 Fair Oak, arable. (FoH 1996, p.195). [Not refound WGH & ARGM 10 Jul 2011].

I have omitted some earlier records, or duplicates, with the same grid reference.

What was formerly called Southside Farm was re-named and the newer owner no longer permits access.
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